
 

The Fourth Grade Newsletter 
Apple Creek Elementary                            May 20-24 

Language Arts 
Reading –   We have ended Unit 5. The 

vocabulary test over this unit will be 

Monday. Students already have a 

studyguide.  On Wednesday, we will begin 

a new unit. The week’s essential question is, 

“How do traditions connect people?” We 

will be working on determining theme and 

citing from the text. Vocabulary words are: 

ancestors, despised, endurance, forfeit, 

honor, intensity, irritating, and retreated. 

The quiz over these concepts will not be 

until next week.  

 

Grammar- The grammar test will be on 

Tuesday over adjectives and prepositions.  
We will be studying adverbs. Remember, these 

are words that describe verbs. 
 

Writing- Students will write using their 

reading stories as prompts and will write a letter 

to themselves as an 18 year old. 

 

Spelling- We will not start a new list until 

Wednesday, so the next dictation will be 

Tuesday, May 21. 

Science 

In Science this week, we will 

continue our Magnets and Electricity Unit. We 

will be describing how energy can be 

transferred from one location to another. We 

will be planning and conducting simple 

investigations about electricity. Students will 

be participating in several hands on activities 

to learn about electrical circuits.  We will also 

be explaining how electricity and magnetism 

are related. We will be making 

electromagnets and experimenting with ways 

to change the strength of an electromagnet.  

There will be a test over magnets and 

electricity on Friday, May 17th. The review 

sheet is already posted in Google Classroom.  

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

In Social Studies this week, we will be 

continuing our Underground Railroad Unit. 

We will be explaining the role Ohio played 

with the anti-slavery movement and the 

Underground Railroad. Throughout this unit, I 

will be reading a historical fiction book to the 

students called, Trouble Don't Last, by Shelley 

Pearsall. 

 

Everyday Mathematics 
Lessons 8.7 - 8.11 

      Next week, students will solve number 

stories by converting decimals to 

fractions. Then they will find the area of 

rectangles with fractional length sides. 

Finally, students will multiply fractions by 

whole numbers and convert liquid measure 

to solve word problems.  

 
 

Upcoming Events: 
Monday- Vocabulary Test Unit 5 
 
Tuesday- Adjective/Preposition Test 
 
Friday- Science Test 
 
 
 

  
Quote of the Week –“With the new day comes new strength and new thoughts.”- Elenore Roosevelt 



  

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


